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Introduced in for the model year the model year was skipped , the F-Series Super Duty trucks
marked the addition of a heavy-duty pickup to the Ford F-Series range with the new versions of
the F, F, and F pickups, while the previous â€” F-Super Duty chassis cabs were replaced by the
F chassis cab and F Super Duty. The Super Duty trucks utilize a distinct chassis from the lighter
F , with heavier-duty chassis and suspension components to allow for higher payload and
towing capacities; additionally, the product line continued the use of Ford PowerStroke diesel
engines. In Suriname, even though traffic is on the left side of the road, the import and registry
of left hand drive vehicles is allowed. In Australia, it was officially imported in right hand drive
from Brazil between â€”06, however as of , Ford no longer offers the Super Duty in Australia. In ,
Ford introduced the Super Duty family of V8 engines. To showcase the engine launch, the "Big
Job" conventional truck variants of the F-Series were re-branded as Super Duty, [2] a name
added to other Ford trucks as well. In Ford would revitalize the name as a Class 4 truck badged
as "F-Super Duty", Manufactured as a chassis cab with the frame open for a bed that would suit
its future application, these trucks would be equipped with the 7. The weight and class of these
trucks would make them the heaviest trucks in the F-Series line at the time. In response to the
changing demographics of pickup truck purchases during the s and s, Ford shifted the design
of the F separate from the larger F and F which remained in production. While still a full-size
pickup under the skin, to expand its appeal among consumers, the F adopted carlike
aerodynamics and convenience features. To market a truck that appealed towards commercial
buyers, fleet buyers , and users who tow, Ford sought to create a separate, dedicated
heavy-duty truck platform in place of using one chassis for all of its trucks. By expanding into
two separate but related platforms for F-Series trucks, the inevitable compromises inherent in
offering a wide range of load-carrying capacities were avoided. Beginning production in early
for the model the model year was skipped , the Ford F-Series Super Duty consisted of the F
pickup truck, F pickup truck and chassis cab, and introduced the F and F chassis cab trucks
see below. Chassis cab models came with more and different bed length and wheelbase
options, but with the same cabs. Two-wheel drive was standard, with four-wheel drive as an
option; on F pickup trucks, a dual rear-wheel axle was optional with either drive configuration.
Under the skin, only the base-equipment 5. While sharing the similar aerodynamic cab design of
its smaller counterpart, the exterior of the Super Duty trucks are much different forward of the
windshield. While an influence often compared to the â€” Dodge Ram , the Super Duty also
derives elements of styling from much larger Ford trucks, including the Ford LTL and Aeromax ,
with a raised hoodline, large grille, and low fenders. To improve aerodynamics over
metal-framed mirrors, manual-telescoping trailer tow mirrors were available as an option. As an
industry first, 2 large complete ring-style front tow hooks were included. A minor update
occurred in the model year which saw a new instrument cluster with a digital odometer. For the
model year, the Ford Super Duty trucks were given exterior and interior updates. For the
exterior, a new grille, front bumper, and headlights were introduced alongside the introduction
of a locking tailgate for all pickup trucks. Under the skin with thicker frame rails , updated Triton
gasoline engines were introduced with higher engine output and larger alternators ; in response
to the increased power, all trucks were given 4-wheel disc brakes with two-piston calipers. To
accommodate the larger brakes, inch wheels became standard, with inch wheels optional on
single rear-wheel trucks ; forged Alcoa wheels were an option. The long-running Twin I-Beam
front suspension continued on two-wheel drive trucks. To the interior, several changes were
made to improve functionality for end-users. Along with the addition of a driver-side glove
compartment, the truck added the option of dashboard-mounted auxiliary switches for owners
who fit equipment such as snowplows, winches, and auxiliary lights ; these are switches that
were typically user designed. For users that tow, a new option was Ford TowCommand , a
Trailer brake controller built into the dashboard, allowing it to integrate with the ABS system
and engine computer from the factory. During its production, the first-generation Ford F-Series
Super Duty was sold with two gasoline and two diesel engines. Replacing the overhead-valve
engines used in previous F-Series models, for the Super Duty, Ford transitioned to the Triton
overhead-cam engine family truck versions of the Ford Modular engines. At its launch, the
standard engine in the Super Duty was a Triton V8. As a replacement for the long-running 7.
Both the V8 and V10 Triton engines are designed with a fail-safe cooling system to protect the
engine in case of major coolant loss. If the engine overheats, the engine will operate on half of
its cylinders. Alternating back and forth between each set of 4 or 5 pistons, the set that is not
receiving fuel and ignition is operating to pump air through the engine to lower its temperature.
Although engine output is limited, dependent on upon vehicle load, outside temperature, and
current road conditions, the system is designed to allow the vehicle to travel a short distance to
receive service or to reach a repair facility. Available in both F and F pickup trucks as well as F
and F chassis cabs, the F-Series was sold with optional PowerStroke V8 diesel engines

produced under its joint venture with Navistar International. At its launch, the Super Duty
F-Series was sold with the 7. As the 7. As a running change during the model year, the 6. As
before, the engine continued to be produced by Navistar. A valve pushrod engine, the 6. While a
smaller-displacement engine than its predecessor, its output is higher than the 7. Due to
problems with the head bolts Navistar re-designed the engine with reinforced heads, more
torque and, power releasing the new design in As with its predecessor, the 6. The 6. Ford
settled the lawsuit with owners and former owners of 6. Four transmissions were available.
Several configurations of ZF5 five speed manual transmissions were offered: Small block
pattern, big block pattern, and diesel. Close ratio and wide ratios were available, as well as 4wd
and 2wd configurations with the exception of integrated driveshaft brake 2wd versions using
the 4x4 style transmission. ZF 6-speed manual for diesel engines. An optional 4R 4-speed
automatic was available for either the gas or diesel engines, later being replaced with the
TorqShift 5-speed automatic. The 6-speed manual transmission comes with an integrated PTO.
The Torqshift 5-speed 5R automatic transmission replaced the 4-speed in the model year diesel
trucks in order to compete with the Allison series from General Motors; it was paired with the
new 6. The TorqShift design in fact has six forward ratios, but only five are advertised, with the
'hidden' gear only used in extreme cold weather. The TorqShift 1st to 5th gear ratios are 3. It
also utilizes an alternate 4th gear, overdrive on 2nd gear of the 3-speed automatic component 0.
An adaptive shift function monitors the TorqShift's performance over its lifetime, and adjusts
shift pressures in real time to assure consistent shift feel and compensate for wear. For ease of
maintenance, the TorqShift's oil filter is an easily serviced cartridge design that was usually
mounted on the passenger side behind the front bumper. Also the TorqShift's larger fluid lines
and a larger transmission oil cooler help to assure cooler operating temperatures, even under
the most demanding conditions. This was Ford's first automatic transmission to feature PTO.
The transmission can be equipped with an integrated PTO provision which automatically locks
the torque converter providing power to the PTO gear when the operator turns on the PTO
switch. The optional FX4 models are basically a standard 4x4 with an Off Road package that
includes a few extras like upgraded heavy duty Rancho shocks, added skid plates for the fuel
tank and transfer case, and two "FX4" decals on both back bed-sides instead of the standard
"4x4". For all 4x4 models, the 2-speed transfer case 4x4-LOW range has a gear reduction of 2.
For the first-generation Super Duty range, Ford used several different suspension
configurations, depending on the model of truck. All pickup models have heavy-duty 3" wide
leaf springs and staggered shock absorbers. A standard stabilizer bar is included on dual
rear-wheel models and an option on single rear-wheel versions. An optional slide-in camper
certification package with heavier-duty springs was available on single rear-wheel models. All
versions of the Super Duty trucks came equipped with four-wheel disc brakes. On two-wheel
drive F and F pickups, the Twin I-Beam independent front suspension with coil springs was
used; their four-wheel drive counterparts were equipped with solid front axle Dana 50 and Dana
60 with leaf springs. In , the front suspension was updated as four-wheel drive trucks were
converted to front coil springs; to reduce unsprung weight, the mounting of the front sway bar
was changed to the frame instead of the front axle. The manual locking hubs on Super Duty
trucks are made by Warn. On the F and F, the rear suspension used heavy-duty 3" wide leaf
springs and staggered shock absorbers ; a standard stabilizer bar was included on dual
rear-wheel models. Single-rear wheel versions were fitted with a In dual-rear wheel Fs, the rear
axle was a Dana On F and F cab-chassis trucks, the Dana 60 front axle was replaced with a Dana
Super 60 in F cab-chassis used a Dana S Fs used a Dana from to ; in , the Dana S rear axle was
added to the F The Dana 50 axle featured on most F Super Dutys differs greatly from the early
models. The Dana 50 started out as a Twin Traction Beam axle much like independent
suspension in This lasted all the way to models. The Super Duty models then used a solid axle
version of this axle. The ring, pinion, carrier and u joints all remained the same however. The
Dana 50 was phased out of the trucks in , in favor of the Dana 60 and was last used in the Ford
Excursion. Throughout its production run, the first-generation Ford F-Series Super Duty was
offered in three main trim levels:. The Centennial Edition offered the following standard
equipment: Monochromatic Black Clearcoat exterior, Premium Verona-grain Imola leather
seating finished in Two-Tone Parchment, Special Centennial Edition badging and a
commemorative keychain and wristwatch. Ford offered a special Harley-Davidson Super Duty
truck from Based upon the Lariat trim, Harleys had a unique black leather interior, with the Bar
and Shield logo adorning the front and rear captains chairs SuperCab models had a rear bench.
Heated seats, a leather-wrapped multifunction steering wheel, power adjustable pedals, and
power-adjustable heated mirrors round out the standard equipment. Unique spun-metal gauge
faceplates, embroidered carpeted floor mats, and a leather-wrapped console lid with individually
serial numbered badging round out unique interior appointments. Unique pinstriping was found

on all three color options. No longer could you order a SuperCab Harley-Davidson and the 5.
New unique black trimmed headlights, billet-style grille, and 20" wheels were made standard.
Gone was the two-tone paint jobs, but optional was painted ghost flames. The interior stayed
largely the same, with luxurious black leather captains chairs in the front and rear and Harley
Bar and Shield badging galore, but the truck saw the same interior updates as other '05 Super
Dutys. Available only as a chassis cab, both versions were fitted with dual rear wheels. The sole
gasoline engine was the 6. In , the F and F received further updates to the exterior than the rest
of the Super Duty line, with an extended front bumper and front fenders; the F received a
"wide-track" front axle to sharpen its turning radius. The Ford F Super Duty first generation was
also assembled in Venezuela as a commercial small truck from to For this market the F featured
the 5. Ford Super Duty trucks were built in Brazil, with different engines than its North American
counterparts and fewer options, initially between and , with a limited reintroduction of the F in
The dual-rear wheel variant of the F is known locally as F They were widely exported to
Australia F and F , South Africa F and Argentina F, rebadged as F, and the F DRW rebadged as F
, usually following the Brazilian specification with an obvious change of the cockpit location in
the versions targeted to Australia, South Africa and other RHD markets but Australia had a
wider range of options in pair with its American counterparts, including automatic transmission
and the V8 engines. The second-generation Super Duty was supposed to debut for model year ,
but quality issues pushed it back to the model year. It features an all-new 6. Ford started taking
orders in January The first F pickup, sold to the public, was delivered to Randy Whipple of
Muskegon, Michigan in February There is an optional concealed slide-out step and swing-up
hand grab bar in the rear tailgate for easy access. In the winter, it quickly raises the cabin
temperature to a comfortable level until the engine is warm enough to handle the job. The
interior of the Super Duty was completely redesigned, with a new instrument cluster with an
enhanced message center , as well as new steering wheel, center dash bezel, interior door
panels, and seat trim. Sirius Satellite Radio , a 3. The F and F Super Duty basically has the same
payload and towing specs as the last generation. The FX4 model, which was once just an
optional Off Road 4x4 package that could be added to any model in the lineup, is replaced by
the 4x4 Off Road Package. The FX4 became a model of its own. It still had the same specs as
the previous generation but with more of a sporty trim package. The FX4 model has been
discontinued for the model year and has been reverted to an optional Off Road 4X4 package.
For , Ford and Harley-Davidson once again joined forces to bring out a new special edition
Super Duty. A gasoline engine was no longer offered with the package, instead, a 6. Unique
black and dusted copper two-tone leather captains chairs with bar and shield logo,
leather-trimmed center console, unique gauge cluster, and embroidered carpeted floor mats
rounded out interior features. The truck could be ordered with two unique exterior themes, a
black monochromatic look with bodyside graphics or a black and vintage copper two-tone with
chrome dimensional boxside Harley-Davidson lettering. An Audiophile premium 8-speaker
stereo with subwoofer was standard, while a DVD-based navigation system was optional. Rear
seat DVD entertainment system with 8" screen was also optional, but could not be ordered with
the power moonroof. The Harley-Davidson package returned for with some changes. The
interior was trimmed in all black leather, instead of the two-tone for Ford's ToughBed spray on
bedliner and a rearview camera were made options. For , only minor changes were made. Dark
Blue Pearl was deleted from the color options in favor of Black with Tuxedo Black painted
flames and the rearview camera was made standard. The same two gas engines are carried over
and rated exactly the same from the 2nd generation. The 4-valve Navistar 6. It has 2 available
axle ratios of 4. It comes standard with Crew Cab, 8-foot 2. The only engine offered in the F
Super Duty is the 6. The F is equipped with a standard 6-speed manual or optional 5-speed
TorqShift automatic transmission. The Super Duty line received a large exterior upgrade that
includes a new, bigger front fascia. Ford stated in the Chicago Auto Show that the trucks have
the thickest gauge steel frame of any Heavy Duty truck, this was due to frame being the same
design that debuted in It also won Popular Mechanics best workhorse of , and the best "Gear of
the Year" in the trucks category. In Venezuela the F super duty is offered as a commercial use
small truck cutaway featuring a 6. Since due to government regulations, the Venezuelan F Super
Duty is factory equipped to use both natural gas and gasoline. The F super duty was also
recently re-introduced in this market after ten years. It is being marketed using the same engine
as the Venezuelan F, but only with a 6-speed automatic transmission, 4x2 or 4x4 wheel drive
option in both single and double cab configurations. A feature unique to the Super Duty is the
addition of a locking differential. F is a class 2 truck. The F and F have The F pickup has The F
has a wider track than the F The F remains available in class 4 as a Chassis Cab truck. The
trucks were once under investigation by the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration for
steering failures, but the investigation revealed the failures were driver error and had nothing to

do with design. For the model year , the central bezel from the second-generation Super Duty
was kept, although features such as a full-color LCD instrument panel display screen and a
Sony premium amplified audio system with subwoofer were now available. An auxiliary audio
input jack now came standard on all Super Duty models, regardless of radio choice. The center
bezel in these trucks was slightly redesigned to accommodate the new infotainment system,
which was also paired with the Sony premium amplified audio system with subwoofer. The Ford
Super Duty is available with either a gas or diesel engine. The gas option is an Ecapable 6.
Shortly after the unveiling of the 6. For customers who purchased a Super Duty with the original
Power Stroke V8, Ford offered a free upgrade at dealerships to the new level of output. The
diesel engine's transmission optionally features a PTO and is a "live-drive" unit. A belt-driven
pump mounted low on the driver side circulates the high-temperature coolant, while a separate
belt-driven pump mounted higher on the passenger side circulates the low-temperature coolant.
The F pickup is available only in a single configuration; a crew cab with a dual rear-wheel 8-foot
bed. The only powertrain combination is the 6. The Ford Chassis cabs were updated using the
new body style. Ford chassis cabs are still rated up to the industry maximum 19, pound Gross
Vehicle Weight Rating. In a major departure, the stand-alone front grille and stepped front
fenders seen since were eliminated from the exterior. The 2-bar grille introduced in was
widened, integrating the headlights into its design. Ford strengthened the frame and drivetrain
with fortified drive shafts , axles, brakes, towing hardware and the 4WD transfer case. For
production, the Super Duty line shares its powertrain lineup with its predecessor: a 6. The
diesel engine now produces its peak torque at 1, rpm instead of the previous 1, rpm. The interior
design of the all-new Super Duty is similar to that of the Ford F , and shares many of the F's
components. The Limited trim would not debut for F and F until The truck will be available in F,
F, and F pickup truck models, and F, F, and F chassis cab models. All will be available in both
4X2 and 4X4 configurations. Base prices in the U. All engines will be paired with a "TorqShift"
6-speed automatic transmission, with the gasoline engines featuring 2 transmissions: 5-speed
manual transmission Chassis Cab F Mexico Market only , Ford's all-new "TorqShift-G"
automatic transmission. On April 4, , all Ford F Super Duty trucks built between October 1, to
April 1, were recalled due to the risk of improper and damaged rods in the parking brake and
transmission allowing the truck to move while in park. This affected 52, trucks but no injuries or
accidents were reported. A new 7. Nicknamed "Godzilla", it makes horsepower and lb-ft of
torque. Ford's speed 10R TorqShift automatic transmission is now standard with the diesel and
7. For , Ford is reintroducing the F, a name that was last used in the late s on a medium-duty
truck. However upgrades to the chassis over and above the F and no cab configurations
besides single cab. The cab-to-axle options are retained. The F chassis upgrades include
upsized U joints, an alteration to the diesel exhaust system to accommodate dynamic
clearances for the larger U joint crosses, upgraded brakes, wider wheels 19x6. Available with
either a 7. Paired with the "TorqShift" speed automatic transmission and two-wheel-drive 4X2 or
four-wheel-drive 4X4 , the F Medium Duty will go on sale in the middle of The nameplate was
last used on the Ford F as a sport appearance package. As an off-road oriented version of the F
and F Super Duty, the Tremor models will compete directly with the Ram Power Wagon, and will
feature a suspension lift and upgraded tires and wheels from the factory. The trucks will also
offer details not found on other Super Duty models, such as blacked out accents on the front
grille, wheels, side emblems, and side mirrors, as well as 'Tremor' decals on the sides of the
pickup box. Offered as a SuperCrew Cab model with a six-foot pickup box, and with
four-wheel-drive 4X4 , the Tremor will be equipped with the new 7. The trucks will come
equipped with 35 inch tall off-road tires, eighteen-inch matte black-painted alloy wheels, and a
new speed "TorqShift" automatic transmission. Crawl ratios will be for gasoline-equipped
models, while the ratio for diesel-equipped models will be The trucks will be able to ford water
up to 33 inches deep, and will feature up to Another new feature for all Super Duty models
including the Tremor , is the Trailer Reverse Guidance System, which is similar to the Pro
Trailer Backup Assist system in the Ford F , and allows for the driver to easily back their truck
up to a trailer with little effort. In , Ford returned to the Class truck market as it expanded the
Super Duty line into the medium-duty segment. While the chassis and other components would
be common to both manufacturers, Ford and International would each source their own
bodywork and powertrain; the cab for the Ford trucks would be common with other Super Duty
models. For the model year, the medium-duty truck range was given a major upgrade, following
the end of the joint venture and the shift of the production to the United States. In place of
outsourced engines and transmissions, the F and F now use a 6. From to , the F Super Duty
served as a basis for the Ford Excursion sport-utility vehicle. It was offered in two or four wheel
drive, and with three engine options: the 5. The Excursion was only available with an automatic
transmission. As a result of the heavy-duty frame and powertrain of its chassis, the Ford Super
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only. It may not look markedly different from the outgoing model, but the Explorer has been
completely redesigned for We enjoy its agile handling and spacious, quiet cabin, but the clunky
transmission, noisy engine, and stiff-edged ride leave it with a middling rank among three-row
midsized SUVs. The Explorer's new rear-drive-based platform most competitors are
front-drive-based contributes to its newfound handling chops and improved tow ratingâ€”5,
pounds on our test vehicle. Our all-wheel-drive Explorer proved adept through corners, with
responsive steering and firm suspension that gave drivers confidence. Ride quality is less
compliant than many rivals, though, and it transmits frequent jiggles into the cabin. In most
cases, automotive warranties are based on the vehicle identification number VIN , and the
warranty will be valid regardless of ownership. The dealership can tell you exactly how much
warranty is left. The Reliability score is based on our latest subscriber survey of Ford Explorer
owners. The owner comments describe problems respondents experienced with this vehicle.
Gear selector or linkage, leaks, transmission computer, transmission sensor or solenoid, clutch
adjustment, rough shifting, slipping transmission. Vehicle only had miles at that time and
vehicle was in the shop for three weeks. New design and flawed production roll out. The vehicle
will lurch, shift very hard, then lock itself in a gear, usually second or fourth. It will remain in this
gear until you put in it park and shut off the vehicle. It feels like when you drive a manual and
don't release the clutch all the way. I have had it happen on right hand and left hand turns and it
is causing me to questions it's safety. We will be taking it into the dealer for repairs soon.
Sometimes I would be driving on the freeway and it would not shift gears or it would stop
driving forward and the engine would rev up very high. This happened a few times and
sometimes it would correct itself when I would stop on turn the car off then back on. I eventually
had to have it towed to the dealership where I bought it. They said it was a known problem from
Ford and they reprogrammed the transmission computer. Then I had to take it back to the
dealership a couple of months later because they had another recall on the transmission and it
had to be reprogrammed again. The part was on backorder. This is a common issue with the
new Explorer. Bluetooth , voice control commands, steering wheel controls, portable music
device interface e. These problems would occur sometimes on startup and sometimes it would
happen while driving. I could only get it to work again after turning the car off then back on.
Eventually, the dealership fixed it by replacing some module for it. They didn't say that it was
part of a recall but, instead they said that my radio had the wrong module in it and they needed
to order and put in a new one. Just checking to see if there are any usually results in the system
staying in a loop checking. If you fiddle with it enough 15, 20 minutes you can usually find out if
there is an update and the last time the system was updated. But I have very little confidence
that any of the information is correct. An additional issue, which is probably more important, is
a "routine" software update that was applied to my vehicle which was NOT a SYNC update. How
would I have known that the software had been updated if I didn't have the app? Exactly what
software was updated? What different behavior should I expect from my vehicle? When you put

car in reverse you have to wait for backup camera to display. Backup camera fills less than a
quarter of the 10 inch screen which makes it hard to see. They said it was a "computer glitch".
The second time it would just not start. Would not do anything. Again had to have towed to
dealership. They could not find anything wrong with it. I am still waiting for reimbursement for
the expenses incurred with the first breakdown. Paint fading, chalking, cracking, or peeling ,
loose interior and exterior trim or moldings, rust. Pwer liftgate does not always open all the way.
Broken mounting tabs. Accessory belts and pulleys, engine computer, engine mounts, engine
knock or ping, oil leaks. We took it to the dealership. They said some part had cracked and had
to be replaced. It took about 4 days in the shop. It was completely covered under warranty. No
issues now that it has been fixed. Power or manual windows, locks and latches, tailgate, hatch
or trunk, doors or sliding doors, mirrors, seat controls, safety belts, sunroof, convertible top.
Visible at time of delivery. Assembly issue probably. Transmission rebuild or replacement,
torque converter, clutch replacement. Without vehicle for 3 weeks. Something came loose and
caused the problem. Antilock system ABS , parking brake, master cylinder, calipers, rotors,
pulsation or vibration, squeaking, brake failure or wear. Downshifted abruptly especially at low
speed - jerked us forward in seats. Alternator, starter, hybrid battery and related systems,
regular battery, battery cables, engine harness, coil, ignition switch, electronic ignition,
distributor or rotor failure, spark plugs and wires failure. The dealership provided a loaner car
during the repair which took over a week for them to decide to change out the whole wiper
motor. Dealer took care of problem. I was obviously NOT the first person with this problem. The
second time they could find nothing wrong. Called Ford and they towed it the dealer where it
was repaired. Muffler, pipes, catalytic converter, exhaust manifold, leaks. Shocks or struts, ball
joints, tie rods, wheel bearings, alignment, steering linkage includes rack and pinion , power
steering pumps and hoses, leaks , wheel balance, springs or torsion bars, bushings, electronic
or air suspension. Engine rebuild or replacement, cylinder head, head gasket, turbo or
supercharger, timing chain or timing belt. Cruise control, clock, warning lights, body control
module, keyless entry, wiper motor or washer, tire pressure monitor, interior or exterior lights,
horn, gauges, 12V power plug, remote engine start, alarm or security system. Radiator, cooling
fan, antifreeze leaks, water pump, thermostat, overheating. Reactivate now to get the
information you were looking for! If you feel you have received this message in error, please
view our customer care FAQs or access your account information here. Sign In. Become a
Member. Remember Me. Not a member? Need further assistance? Please call Member Services
at Unlock Ratings. New Used Ford Explorer Change Vehicle. There are 11 recalls on this vehicle.
Learn More. See All. Owner Satisfaction. Crash and Rollover Tests. Road Test Results.
Performance Performance. Acceleration Acceleration Acceleration tests are conducted on a
smooth, flat pavement straightaway at the track. The time in seconds that a vehicle takes to
reach 60 mph from a standstill with the engine idling. Transmission Transmission Transmission
performance is determined by shifting smoothness, response, shifter action, and clutch
actuation for manual transmissions. Fuel Economy Fuel Economy We perform our own
fuel-economy tests, independent of the government's often-quoted EPA figures and the
manufacturers' claims. Using a precise fuel-flow measuring device spliced into the fuel line, we
run two separate circuits to represent city and highway consumption. CR's Overall Mileage CR's
Overall Mileage CR's overall mileage is a composite of measured fuel usage on a prescribed city
course and highway cruising; and CR's mile test trip of mixed driving, if tested. In recent road
tests, we've discontinued the mile trip test. Braking Braking The braking rating is a composite
of wet and dry stopping distances and pedal feel. Braking distance is from 60 mph, with no
wheels locked. Emergency Handling Emergency Handling Several factors go into the rating,
including the avoidance maneuver speed and confidence, as well as how the vehicle behaves
when pushed to its limit. Ride Ride Our expert judgment of how well the suspension isolates
and absorbs road imperfections and how steady it keeps the body on various road surfaces.
Noise Noise Our expert judgment of the vehicle's interior noise level in everyday driving. Front
Seat Comfort Front Seat Comfort Our judgment of how comfortable the front seat is for drivers
of various heights. Rear Seat Comfort Rear Seat Comfort Our judgment of how comfortable the
rear seat is for two passengers to sit across. Emissions Emissions. Greenhouse Gas
Greenhouse Gas The Greenhouse Gas Rating represents the amount of carbon dioxide the
vehicle emits compared to other vehicles of the same model year. This score from the EPA
ranges from 1 worst to 10 best. Smog Rating Smog Rating The Smog Rating represents the
amount of health-damaging and smog-forming airborne pollutants the vehicle emits compared
to other vehicles of the same model year. Owner Reports. Worse Better. Reliability History
Reliability History The reliability charts are based on responses on hundreds of thousands of
vehicles from our latest Annual Auto Survey. Consumer Reports subscribers reported on any
serious problems they had with their vehicles during the past 12 months that they considered

serious because of cost, failure, safety, or downtime, in any of the trouble spots included in the
table below. The results are presented relative to the average model that year. Extra weight is
given to the more serious areas such as major engine or transmission problems. Based on this
data and further analysis, we predict reliability for the latest year. An X indicates that the vehicle
was not manufactured for a specific year. Engine Major Engine Major Engine rebuild or
replacement, cylinder head, head gasket, turbo or supercharger, timing chain or timing belt.
Engine Minor Engine Minor Accessory belts and pulleys, engine computer, engine mounts,
engine knock or ping, oil leaks. Engine Cooling Engine Cooling Radiator, cooling fan, antifreeze
leaks, water pump, thermostat, overheating. Transmission Major Transmission Major
Transmission rebuild or replacement, torque converter, clutch replacement. Transmission Minor
Transmission Minor Gear selector or linkage, leaks, transmission computer, transmission
sensor or solenoid, clutch adjustment, rough shifting, slipping transmission. View all Reliability.
Owner Satisfaction Owner Satisfaction To learn about satisfaction, CR has collected survey
data from our annual survey on more than half a million vehicles. Our subscribers provide great
insights into their satisfaction by answering one simple question: If they had it to do all over
again, would they definitely buy or lease the same model? In addition, respondents also rate
their cars in six categories: driving experience, comfort, value, styling, audio, and climate
systems. Driving Experience Driving Experience Includes acceleration and handling. Comfort
Comfort Includes seats, climate control, noise, and ride. Value Value Did you get what you
wanted relative to the price you paid? Styling Styling How it looks inside and out. View all
Owner Satisfaction. Safety Equipment. ABS standard. Side air bags available , standard from
Head protection air bags available from , standard from ESC available from , standard from
Drive Wheels. AWD , Rear. Coverage varies among versions of this vehicle. Read more about
extended warranties. Body Styles. Transmissions Available. Engines Available. What Owners
Say. Coolers and lines "Transmission cooler leaked with 11, miles while on a trip from Michigan
to Florida. Loose exterior trim or moldings "after a car wash in a facility with rotating brushes I
noticed the wheel well trim was protruding out farther than the adjacent trim" Anonymous, Ford
Explorer XLT 2. Glass defects "2 -3 inch diameter scratched circles on both sides of rear glass.
Transmission rebuild or replacement "Transmission failed after about miles and was replaced
under warranty. Wiper motor or washer "The wipers quit working so my daughter was unable to
use her car if there was any chance of rain. Air or water leaks "One of the drains for the sunroof
was improperly formed at the factory, resulting in water leaking into the headliner and running
to the back of the car, pouring down the D pillar. Electrical failure "The first time the "computer
glitch" was supposedly fixed with a hard download of new software. Fuel pump "Pump hose
disconnected from engine. See All Trouble Spots. Change Vehicle. Ready to Shop Local
Inventory? Select Another Vehicle. More From Consumer Reports. Make a Donation Newsletters
Give a Gift. You no longer have digital access to ratings and reviews. A majority of all used US
imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and
shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting
data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers
reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than
30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car shoppers make better purchase
decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car
dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and sell their American cars with
confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built up its database with the help
of its partners and sources, including government offices, law enforcement agencies, service
and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly
available information, CARFAX has collected information from many independent reliable
sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet,
paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle imported from California to
Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying
Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to
help you make better purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market
leader. The most popular blog articles How to detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one
of the most occurring types of fraud in the selling process of used cars. However, there are
ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained
eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a few advantages to
buying a American used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How important is the service
history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains the importance of the
service history of a car, as well as where you can find the complete history of service records.
Make a VIN Search. Near the end of the last century, American automakers were building for the
status quo, with many models simply being evolutions of the same formulas they had been

producing for decades. The Ford GT for sale in was a concept car with a modern interpretation
of the classic racer and it debuted at the Detroit Auto Show. Not many cars can be described in
two letters, but a Ford GT evokes more emotion and desire than almost any other sports car for
sale. Ford Motor Company was approaching a centennial celebration, so they decided to
commission several concept cars for the festivities. Dealers were quick to adjust their listings
price, and some cars approached a quarter-million dollars before they were ever produced.
Many auto journalists and Ford enthusiasts loved the concept, but they were quick to chastise
the designers for building such a beautiful concept that would never see the light of day. In a
move that shocked the world, Ford announced the car would be produced in limited numbers,
to be released in the model year. Ford Motor Company was founded in by Henry Ford and is one
of the most powerful automobile corporations in the world. With an emphasis on building
affordable transportation for American workers, Ford introduced the hour workweek and salary
compensation above the national average in order to keep his workers building the best cars
and trucks on the market. Company headquarters are in the Detroit suburb of Dearborn, but
Ford assembly plants can be found on every inhabited continent. What makes these cars
appreciate in value is their limited numbers. The remaining parts were put into inventory for
crash repairs, but those were quickly depleted. With such a high level of grip and power, many
GTs met their fate well before their prime. If you intend on daily driving yours, you might want to
find a donor car to keep in mothballs should the unfortunate happen. Only Ford GT's were built
in total. Look for cars with equipment upgrades. Racing stripes, McIntosh sound system, forged
alloy wheels, and painted brake calipers. The heritage edition is a throwback to the hay days of
Ford's racing career that proudly shows off the Ford GT Gulf Livery colors. The all-aluminum V8
was bolted to a close-ratio six-speed manual transaxle geared with a 3. Having that much power
with such a tall differential resulted in a top speed of mph. This placed the supercar in direct
competition with the most expensive cars in the world. It featured a wheelbase of
Aluminum-intensive construction resulted in a mph in 3. Ford could have taken the easy route
in regards to the interior. Many automakers share interior components among their vehicles in
order to save money. Many hours were spent on ergonomics and aesthetics, as the vehicle is
very comfortable. The six-speed shifter is precise and light, with a strong return to center being
the gates. The clutch pedal is hydraulic and predictable, but it could be considered stiff to
novice drivers. With such a solid foundation, the aftermarket quickly realized the potential of the
5. If you can change your own oil, the GT is your next car. The rear-mounted powertrain is
remarkably easy to service. Even a new clutch wouldn't be too difficult to tackle for the shade
tree mechanic. Tire technology has changed greatly over the past decade, so installing new
rubber would be one of the greatest upgrades you could make. Fans of Ford Racing are
rejoicing at the return to the world stage. The Ford GT for sale is proving itself a force to be
reckoned with on the track. Only a few top executives and senior design members had access
to the studio. With such a labor-intensive build process, Ford has limited production to for the
model year. Potential buyers must submit applications to Ford in order to be selected for
purchase. This caused a storm of social media buzz with videos of the application process
going viral. By far the most significant aspect is how it makes power. Shocking the automotive
world, the GT arrived with a twin-turbo 3. Many derided the diminutive size, but the proof is in
the numbers. The GT makes over hp and lb-ft of torque. Their primary focus was to build a car
with the best power to weight ratio in the industry. To do this, extensive use of carbon fiber was
employed to achieve a curb weight under 2, lbs. This is achieved with a narrow cockpit flanked
by flying buttresses that connect the rear quarter panels to the roof. Production details are
being fine-tuned on race tracks around the world in order to make sure the GT is a force to be
reckoned with. Another area where weight was shed is in the Spartan carbon fiber interior.
Eliminating any unnecessary components, Ford even dispensed with seat tracks. The heavy
stamped steel seat tracks were ditched in favor of integrating the seats into the floor pan.
Pedals and controls are adjustable for driver comfort. The most important controls are within
easy reach of the steering wheel in order to keep distractions to a minimum. Whereas its
predecessor had aluminum trim throughout, it is clear to see that the GT was built to perform.
Bringing together the best minds in the industry has led to advances in production. Instead of
the complicated weaving processes that involve new tooling, the will rely on layers of hand-laid
carbon fiber for most of the construction. As an homage to their first race-winning supercar, the
Ford GT40 , Ford launched the GT as part of their centennial celebration. It entered a short
production run in , which ended the next year. The first-generation GT is able to produce hp and
lb-ft from a supercharged 5. An electronically limited top speed of mph could be reached, with
an average mph time of just 3. After much anticipation, Ford debuted the second-generation GT
at the North American International Auto Show, announcing that it will enter production in It will
also be entered into the 24 Hours of Le Mans, as that year will mark the 50th anniversary of the

original car's victory at the race. Though exact specifications for this new Ford GT for sale have
yet to be confirmed, there are estimates that the 3. The new Ford GT for sale is shaping up to be
one of the greatest American supercars ever created. Because of its exclusiveness, Ford has
asked prospective buyers to send in an application, which the company will use to determine
future owners of the GT. Of the applications submitted, the American car company plans to
narrow the prospects to applicants per year, for four years. The new American supercar has the
heart of a 3. The legendary automaker has been quiet about the intricacies of the GT, but they
have announced that the supercar will produce over horsepower. Aiding the car in its search for
speed, Ford has gone to some extremes in order to drop its weight. One interesting weight
reduction technique lies right before the eyes of the driver. Instead of a typical windshield, the
new GT will use new glass technology that is similar to what is found on smartphones. This
modification results in a 32 percent lighter and percent thinner windshield. Now, 50 years later,
a fitting tribute to that victory will be brought into the world. This year, American muscle car
enthusiasts everywhere were reunited with an old flame. The GT revival is forged with a
twin-turbo V6 EcoBoost engine that yields more than horsepower, making it the most powerful
EcoBoost engine Ford has ever created. Car enthusiast or novice, the Ford GT has an
unmistakably ferocious exterior style that hints at its dominant composition. The angular curves
and robust lines that are a staple for Ford GT models remain in place for the latest model while
aerodynamic components aim to complement the impressive horsepower production generated
by the twin-turbocharged 3. By reducing the weight of former GT models, the performance and
handling of the latest GT will see the largest improvement though the top speed of MPH will
remain unchanged. Other changes include an all-new interior design which incorporates
features like genuine leather and contrasting stitching. Only produced for the MY, this Tungsten
is a True One Owner car and boasts all of its original hang tags, both keys and fobs one fob
This stunning example is one of just Heritage Editions produced in This flawless example is
supplied with just miles on the odometer. For more information, please call or view more This
Ford GT 2dr 43 Miles features a 5. It is equipped with a 6 Speed Manual transmission. It is ONLY
Ford introduced the development of the GT in with production beginning in for Model Years
Options include Equipment Group A, No listings found! Widen search by de-selecting one or
more search filter items. Register an account to save your searches for more than 30 days. Ford
GT For Sale Used Ford GT For Sale Introduction Near the end of the last century, American
automakers were building for the status quo, with many models simply being evolutions of the
same formulas they had been producing for decades. Call for price 18 Miles. Call for price Miles.
Call for price 44 Miles. Owner X Success Your e-mail has been sent. You will be sent a copy of
this email to the email address you provided. Make Ford show more show less. Model GT show
more show less. All Used GT Brewster Town Car 1. Bronco Country Squire 1. Crestline 1. Crown
Victoria 5. Custom Deluxe 8.
radio color codes
curt towbar
chevy colorado parts catalog
E 1. Edge 6. Edsel 2. Escort 1. E-Series Excursion 2. Expedition Explorer F-1 F F Raptor F
Shelby 3. F 2. Fairlane Fairlane 2. Falcon 2. Fire Truck 1. F-Series 2. Galaxie Gran Torino 2. GT
40 2. Hi Boy 3. Model 68 1. Model A Model T 4. Mustang Mustang Boss 9. Mustang Cobra 7.
Mustang Cobra Jet 2. Mustang GT Mustang Mach 1 Mustang Mach-E 5. Mustang Roush 6.
Mustang Saleen 8. Mustang Shelby GT Mustang Shelby GTR 8. Mustang Shelby GT-H Mustang
Shelby Super Snake N-Series 1. Panel Delivery 1. Phaeton 5. Pickup 2. Ranchero 1. Ranger
Roadster 5. RS 1. Sedan 1. Slantback 1. Standard 2. Starliner 1. Street Rod Super Deluxe 5.
Talladega 1. Thunderbird Torino Tractor 1. Transit Tudor 3. Type 65 Coupe 2. Victoria 1. Woody
4. Black 5. Blue 4. Gray 3. Other 4. Red 4. Silver 1. White 3. Dealer Private 8. Saved Searches. ZIP
Code. GT in Scottsdale. GT in Columbus. GT in Los Angeles. GT in Greensboro. GT in Chicago.
GT in Las Vegas. GT in San Francisco. GT in New York. GT in Charlotte. GT in Phoenix.

